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Modelling and scaffolding in
co-teaching: Mentoring tools in
guided work-based education1

This study explores the experiences of mentors and student teachers
while engaging in co-teaching as a mentoring activity. Co-teaching
provides opportunities for learning to teach in close cooperation with
pupils and subject matter. Four teams (student teacher and mentor)
each enacted two co-taught lessons. We analysed whether and how
mutual involvement was realised and whether and how mentors
modelled teaching (teacher role) and scaffolded their student teachers’
teaching (mentor role). The transition between the roles of teacher and
teacher educator, required in co-teaching, proved difficult for mentors.
Nevertheless, co-teaching was seen as a promising mentoring activity
by participants.

1

Based on:

Van Velzen, C., Volman, M., & Brekelmans, M. (under review). Modelling and scaffolding in coteaching: Mentoring tools in guided work-based education.
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Introduction
Goodlad’s (1965, p. 263) idea that “a person planning to teach should
be experienced in the classroom prior to assuming independent responsibility for one” is currently widely accepted. Student teachers,
however, are confronted with limited opportunities for gradually
easing into teaching (Ben-Peretz, 2011; Gardner & Williamson, 2007).
School practicum should be a place full of opportunities to experiment
with and reflect on learning to teach, but often this is still not the case
in actual mentoring practices (Graham, 2006; Grudnoff, 2011).
Following Edwards, Gilroy, and Hartley (2002), we argue that a
form of collaborative teaching by mentors and student teachers can
contribute to a pedagogy of enactment in the workplace by providing
opportunities to practise teaching in an authentic context and to develop knowing in practice (Billet, 2001a). Guiding these teaching activities,
as part of a pedagogy of work-based teacher education, is rather different from guidance (in approximations of teaching) at teacher education
institutes (Van Velzen, Volman, Brekelmans, & White, 2012). In Dutch
teacher education, mentors (experienced teachers) intervening in student teachers’ lesson enactments is often seen as inappropriate. In an
earlier study (Van Velzen et al., 2012), we found, however, that both
mentors and student teachers appreciated the opportunity for mentors
to collaborate with their student teachers during lesson enactments.
This study is part of a larger research project in which a collaborative mentoring approach was studied. The approach was derived
from the collaborative apprenticeship model by Glazer and Hannafin
(2006). The approach is based on cycles consisting of teaching by an
experienced teacher, collaborative teaching and teaching by the student teacher, in which all activities are collaboratively prepared and
evaluated. The collaborative mentoring approach we designed aims at
modelling practical knowledge by a mentor, with a focus on student
teachers’ learning needs. The enactment of the approach and the collaborative lesson-based conversations in particular, were evaluated and
reported in (Van Velzen et al., 2012; Van Velzen, Volman, & Brekelmans,
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under review). In most European countries and also in the Netherlands
collaborative teaching, meaning both teachers are responsible for the
whole lesson at hand, is rather unknown in teacher education. Hence,
the principal objective of the present study is to further explore whether and how mentors and the student teachers enacted the (unfamiliar)
collaborative teaching part of the approach.
We were especially interested in whether and how mentoring
tools were used during co-teaching. We investigated four teams – each
consisting of a mentor and a student teacher – as they put collaborative
teaching into practice during eight collaboratively prepared, taught
and evaluated lessons.

Conceptual framework
Learning how to teach means learning how to act in the ‘heat of the
moment’, when there is little time for reflection. Contextually appropriate pedagogical decisions must be made based on ‘knowing in work’,
that is, a teacher’s understanding of the situation at hand (Billett,
2001b; Gholami & Husu, 2010). Although teacher education institutes
can provide the codified knowledge needed in the profession, the approximations of practice, realised at the institute do not provide sufficient opportunities for student teachers’ to develop this ‘knowing in
work’. Learning outcomes realised in formal education cannot be simply passed on to the classroom, nor simply be transferred from teacher
to student teachers (e.g., Hager & Hodkinson, 2009; Veillard, 2012).
While participating in actual practice, understanding and experience
are in constant interaction and are mutually constitutive. Participation
and the connected situated negotiating and renegotiation of meaning
can lead toward a transformation of ideas and behaviours of student
teachers, along with an increased understanding of context and its
demands (Edwards et al., 2002). This results in the development of
expertise in interpreting the complexity of teaching and of appropri-
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ate ways to think and act as beginning teachers, and hence, in changing participation (e.g., Billett, 2001b; Edwards, 2005; Lave & Wenger,
1991/2002).
Conditions at workplaces that afford learning, next besides the
previously mentioned participation in daily work, are direct and indirect guidance by experienced practitioners (Amin & Roberts, 2008;
Billett, 2001a). Co-teaching can be helpful in offering student teachers
direct guidance by providing opportunities to actually participate in
everyday teaching practices (Edwards, 2009). In co-teaching situations, “mentors can model, guide, enhance and even challenge student
teachers’ interpretations and responses” (Edwards et al., 2002, p. 110),
resulting in the opening up of their teaching knowledge to student
teachers (Billett, 2001b). This enables student teachers to recognise
teaching as knowledge work, to construct necessary knowledge,
skills and habits, and to develop a teacher identity (Fuller, Hodkinson,
Hodkinson, & Unwin, 2005).
Work-based modelling – showing experienced teacher behaviour
in actual practice along with critically discussing this behaviour with
student teachers – facilitates the development of an understanding of
teaching behaviour and the underlying pedagogical reasoning (Van
Velzen et al., under review). A mentor in charge provides a role model
for the student teacher by modelling teaching actions, such as engaging
pupils, focusing and shifting attention and bringing about coordination
(Lave & Wenger, 1991/ 2002, p. 109). Besides modelling while teaching
and during the discussion of teaching, modelling can also be performed
by the mentor while the student teacher is teaching. Examples of this
modelling are completing student teacher’s instruction and rephrasing
questions or statements. Modelling during lesson enactment provides opportunities for vicarious learning by the student teacher, while
simultaneously safeguarding the quality of the enactment and the intended learning of pupils (Cox, McKendree, Tobin, Lee, & Mayes, 1999;
Guile & Young, 2003). In studies, in which cooperating teachers participated in lesson enactment and reflective dialogue on practice positive outcomes on the development of practical knowledge by student
teachers were found (Eick, Ware, & Williams, 2003; Eick & Dias, 2005).
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Roth and Tobin (2002) use the metaphor ‘working at the elbow
of another’ as a model for teacher preparation inside the classroom. In
our view, ‘working at the elbow of another’ is a form of scaffolding, in
which the system provides an overall structure of support that allows
student teachers to complete their complex task of teaching pupils
(Collins, 2006). Scaffolding not only helps student teachers to act as a
teacher in ways they have mastered already, but also to act on a proximal level they are yet unable to reach on their own (Wood, Bruner, &
Ross, 1976).
Scaffolding, alongside modelling, is an additional mentoring tool
used in guided work-based learning (Van Velzen & Volman, 2009) and
can be conceptualised as the provision of support by the mentor during student teacher’s lesson enactment, directly aimed at facilitating
student teacher’s teaching. This support can, for instance, include suggestions and hints to propel a lesson at risk of being deadlocked.
Modelling and scaffolding are not one-way interventions, but
should be seen as interactive processes that occur between mentor
and student teacher, who both have to actively participate in co-teaching (e.g., Loughran, 2006; Van de Pol, 2012). Both mentor and student
teacher must feel responsible for the whole and not just their part of
the lesson enactment, based on an attitude of “we are both teaching”
(Bacharach, Washut Heck, & Dhalberg, 2010; Staub, West, & Bickel,
2003). This mutual involvement results in shared ownership of pupil’s
learning, teaching pupils, and student teacher’s learning (Graham,
2006; Samaras & Gismondi, 1998), which forms an important condition for linking student teachers’ ‘learning to teach’ to ‘teaching to
learn’ (Loughran, 2006) and the development of a ‘layered pedagogy’
(Boyd & Harris, 2010).
Mutual involvement or shared responsibility for the enactment of
all lesson parts is considered key factor for guidance during co-teaching, and can become visible in several ways. Besides co-planning, (the
willingness to) step in and step out – that is, alternating between being
in the lead and being more peripheral – is important because it creates
space for both teachers to teach (Roth & Tobin, 2002). In order to realise this space, both teachers have to value each other’s role and make
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transitions as smoothly as possible, for instance, by using certain signs
and signals (e.g., Roth & Tobin, 2002; Tobin & Roth, 2006). Stepping in/
out indicates that both teachers are involved in lesson enactment; it
provides opportunities for mentors to provide student teachers guidance during their lesson enactments.
Both modelling and scaffolding are useful mentoring tools for
guiding student teachers in the classroom and both are aspects of a
pedagogy of work-based teacher education aimed at guided enactment in practice settings. Guidance that allows student teachers to
participate on an either more or less peripheral way (Billett, 2001a).
Such opportunities for guided peripheral participation are helpful in
realising an approximation of practice in real practice (Lave & Wenger,
1991/2002; Wenger, 1998).
When modelling, mentors act primarily as teachers (supporting
pupil learning), and when scaffolding they act as teacher educators
(supporting student teachers’ learning and teaching). This combination
characterises mentors as teacher educators: ‘second order teachers
working in a first order context’ (Van Velzen, Van der Klink, Swennen,
& Yaffe, 2010), and requires role transitions during co-teaching. This
characterisation of ‘first order teachers in a second order context’ is
based on Murray (2002), who distinguished school-based teacher
educators from regular institute-based teacher educators. Teacher educators are teachers of (student) teachers, making them ‘second order
teachers’. School-based teacher educators (teaching student teachers),
however, work in a first order context (with the school being the actual
workplace of teachers) instead of at an institute of higher education (a
second order context) (see also Murray & Male, 2005).
To summarise, co-teaching as a mentoring activity requires mutual involvement by a mentor and a student teacher in all lesson parts, including preparing and evaluating lessons. The mentor must (be willing
to) play both the role of an experienced teacher (modelling practical
knowledge) and the role of a mentor (scaffolding student teachers’
learning and teaching) in actual classroom teaching, providing student
teacher’s with opportunities to participate in actual practice in an either more or less peripheral way.
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We know little about how teachers become teacher educators
at universities and how they develop their pedagogy (Boyd & Harris,
2010; Van Velzen et al., 2010), but we know even less about how mentors act as teacher educators at schools. And although several authors
advocate collaborative teaching by mentors and student teachers (f.i.
Eick et al., 2003; Tobin & Roth, 2006), we do not know whether and
how – in a context in which ‘stepping in/out’ is inappropriate – mentors enact co-teaching and support student teachers’ actual teaching
with the help of (explicit) modelling and scaffolding.

Present study

We investigated co-teaching in the context of a collaborative mentoring
approach – based on the collaborative apprenticeship model of Glazer
and Hannafin (2006) – aimed at sharing practical knowledge. In a series of three lessons, co-teaching was enacted during the second lesson.
Pre and post lesson-based conversations are part of the approach, as
well as the articulating of student teachers’ learning needs. This cycle
of three lessons and conversations was enacted twice (Van Velzen et al.,
2012). Table 1 presents this approach.
All participants were informed about the aims of the approach
and the importance of sharing practical knowledge was discussed with
them. Before the co-teaching started, we asked our participants to both
act as teachers in the classroom, and the mentors to give support during lesson enactment. How the collaborative teaching could be enacted
and the ways in which support could be given was discussed briefly, but
was mainly left up to the participants. They, through their interactions,
could work out what was helpful and relevant for them. This gave them
and us the opportunity to learn how co-teaching was experienced, how
they were engaged with it, and what can be learned from it.
The principal objective of this study is to further explore whether
and how modelling and scaffolding appeared during co-teaching. In
order to meet this objective, we first establish whether the mentor and
student teacher actually co-taught the lessons at hand by analyzing
whether and how both were mutually involved in the whole lesson.
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Table 1
The Collaborative Mentoring Approach in Scheme
What

Enacted by

Preparing conversation: establishing
learning needs student teacher

SBTE and student teacher

Cycle 1
Pre lesson conversation

Mentor and student teacher

Lesson 1.1

Mentor teacher

Post lesson conversation

Mentor and student teacher

Pre lesson conversation

Mentor and student teacher

Lesson 1.2

Mentor and student teacher (co-teaching)

Post lesson conversation

Mentor and student teacher

Pre lesson conversation

Mentor and student teacher

Lesson 1.3

Student teacher

Post lesson conversation

Mentor en student teacher

Evaluation and establishing learning
needs cycle 2

SBTE, student teacher and mentor

Discussing concept maps practical knowledge

SBTE, student teacher and mentor

Cycle 2: like cycle 1
One post lesson conversation is based on a videotaped lesson

1.
2.
3.
4.

The following questions lead this study:
(How) is co-teaching prepared and discussed by the participants?
(How) is mutual involvement realised by the teams during
co-teaching?
(How) do mentors model experienced teaching behaviour during
co-teaching?
(How) do mentors scaffold student teachers’ teaching during
co-teaching?
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Method
A descriptive multiple case study (Stake, 2006) was performed to
explore how the teams (a mentor and a student teacher) prepared,
enacted and discussed co-teaching, with a focus on whether and how
mentors supported student teachers’ teaching and learning by modelling and scaffolding.

Research context and participants

Four teams in two secondary schools were involved in this study. Both
schools were partners in a school-university partnership for teacher
education in the Netherlands.
Student teachers at these partner schools are seen as colleagues
not as ‘guests’. They are given temporary paid appointments (with a
maximum of 12 lessons a week), which provides time for them to teach,
observe, study and to be mentored. Next to these activities, they participate in team meetings and parent contacts. There are lots of informal
interactions with colleagues in the staff room. This legitimate participation in the community of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991/2002)
is seen as the basis for student teachers’ learning and development.
Related to the type of activity and their development, student teachers’
participation is either more or less peripheral. Alongside these participative activities, SBTEs organise formal thematic session at school
(Van Velzen & Volman, 2009).
Although in these schools conflicts and tensions between newcomers and novices – named the ‘continuity-displacement contradiction’ (Lave & Wenger, 1991/2002, p. 115) – also occur, schools are open
enough to permit student teachers’ legitimate and peripheral participation (Putnam & Borko, 2000) and their learning environments resemble the conditions discussed by Scantlebury, Gallo-Fox and Wassel
(2008) which favour co-responsibility for teacher preparation.
Table 2 presents participant characteristics.
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Table 2
Participant Characteristics
Schoola

Team

Pseudonyms
mentor (M...)
years of
(a) teaching experience
(b) mentoring experienceb

School
subject

Pseudonyms
student
teachers (S…),
Age

One

One

Martha
(a): 33
(b): 20

Biology

Sara
23

Two

Two

Megan
(a): 12
(b): 1

Chemistry

Selma
25

Two

Three

Morris
(a): 29
(b): 15

English

Sophie
29

Two

Four

Mick
(a): 13
(b): 5

Geography

Simon
29

Note.
a

All participating schools and both universities are partners in a school-university partnership in
teacher education.

b

None of the mentors were especially educated as mentor but receive some training in general

mentoring skills like observation and communication. Megan also followed a course in neuro
linguistic programming.

Teams volunteered to participate and were facilitated by the
school management. All participants approved videotaping of their
lessons and the use of the videos of the co-taught lessons as data
sources. The names given to the participants reflected their role: M...
for mentor teacher and S... for student teachers. Parents and pupils
were informed that these schools were partners in teacher education
and that videotapes were made and used for educational and research
purposes. Parents were asked for their consent when their children attended school. Unlike in the lesson-based conversations (Van Velzen et
al., 2012), the role of the researcher (first author) during the co-taught
lessons was limited to observation and handling of the camera.
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Data collection
Eight videotaped co-taught lessons provided us with a first-generation
representation of the meaning-making process within the classrooms
of each of the four teams (Barron, 2007; Goldman, 2007). Due to the
spare space in the classrooms, the camera was placed in the back. By
manually handling the camera both teachers were followed, framing
as much of their actions and interactions as possible. Shooting started
when the first teacher entered the classroom and stopped when the
lesson was finished.
Verbatim transcriptions of audio taped pre and post lesson conversations and audio taped interviews with (individual) participants
after both lesson cycles were also used. However, we are aware that
aspects are already lost in the process of videotaping and that transcriptions are inherently incomplete and reflect the conceptualisation
of the phenomenon by the researcher and theoretical insights that
informed the research (Green, Franquiz, & Dixon, 2012).

Data analysis

A multi-step iterative process was used to analyse the way co-teaching
was enacted, in particular, how mutual involvement (both being responsible for the whole lesson) by mentor and student became visible
and whether and how modelling and scaffolding were provided.
I.
Lesson conversations. (Research question 1).
In the pre-lesson conversations statements related to co-teaching
were identified. Attention was paid to:
a. Task division and mutual involvement for the whole lesson
at hand.
b. Agreements on kinds of support asked for by the student
teacher or given by the mentor.
c. Whether signs and signals, related to stepping in/out were
agreed upon.
In the post-lesson discussions statements about experiences related to stepping in/out by mentors and student teachers and to
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the provided support were identified.
The videotaped lessons. Several steps of analysis were performed
in analysing these. Each step was based on multiple viewings of
the videotapes by a ‘whole-to-part’ approach (Erickson, 2006).
1. The whole tape was viewed to get a first impression about
whether the mentor and the student teacher actually showed
mutual involvement during enactment. (Research question 2).
2. The stream of behaviour was segmented into chunks
(Hutchins & Klausen, 1998). Each time either the student
teacher or the mentor stepped in with a gesture or a verbal
account, a new chunk was assigned. These chunks functioned
as units of analysis and the analysis was based on viewing
the footage with and without sound and at different speeds
(Erickson, 2006).
3. Within each chunk, verbal and non-verbal behaviour during
enactment was analysed. The following indicators were used:
(a) stepping in/out, signals used and positioning against
each other (b) teaching activities performed. Whether the
mentor stepped in during student teacher’s teaching, either
at agreed or non-agreed moments, was analysed for both
classroom teaching and teacher’s support of small groups.
(Research question 2)
4. Mentor activity was identified either as modelling (mentor
addressing pupils, taking a teacher’s role), or scaffolding
(mentor addressing the student teacher, taking a mentor
role). If audio taped, these episodes were rendered verbatim.
(Research questions 3 and 4).
All interactions between the mentor and the student teacher
were described by creating a timeline, which functions as a narrative representation of the process of co-teaching in each lesson.
Appendices C and D are examples of timeline fragments representing modelling and scaffolding.
III. Interviews with the individual participants were analysed to gain
further insight into the way they experienced mutual involvement
and support by the mentor. Furthermore, additional informaII.
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IV.

tion on deliberations during lesson enactment between the two
teachers was gathered (for an example see appendix E). (Research
questions 2, 3 and 4).
The lesson-based conversations and the constructed timelines of
the four teams were compared to each other in terms of: mutual
involvement, stepping in/out, modelling and scaffolding actions
by the mentors (horizontal analysis, Miles and Huberman, 1994).

Field notes made during lesson observations were used as input
for the interviews to check the notes’ reliability with the participants.
The credibility of the study was further expanded by an auditing trail
by reviews of the videotapes and constructed timelines by an experienced peer researcher and teacher educator (Dey, 1993). Videotapes
and constructed timelines of three lessons (varying from having many
to few characteristics of co-teaching, modelling and scaffolding) were
examined. The framing made by the researcher was discussed and
reflected (Goldman, 2007; Miles & Huberman, 1994). Timelines were
recognised as appropriate representations of the videos. Next to discussing preliminary research findings with participants, the constructed timeline of one lesson was presented to one of the mentors who
recognised and recounted the lesson while reading it (Member check,
Merriam, 1998).

Results
Preparing co-teaching
In the pre-lesson conversations, most time was used to collaboratively
prepare a lesson plan (goals, content, methods, time management and
assignments). Lesson-based conversations were reported in an earlier
study (Van Velzen et al., under review). In addition, all teams discussed
how they would divide tasks during lesson enactment.
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In team one, Martha (mentor teacher) took the lead in allocating
tasks: “You do the introduction… I will proceed…” Martha assured Sara
(student teacher) that she could take over the lesson when Sara would
ask her to do so at her own discretion or that they could teach together,
for example, in cases of too much turmoil in the classroom. Martha
reacted on Sara expressing uncertainties about her teaching and
ability to handle unwanted pupil behaviour. No agreements, however,
were made about how Sara would ask Martha to step in, or whether
Martha would intervene unasked. Also, during the preparation of the
second lesson, tasks were divided without further attention to asking
or giving support.
During lesson preparation by team two (Megan and Selma), several topics related to finding a modus of co-teaching were discussed:
(a) introducing a second teacher in the classroom, (b) dividing tasks
and splitting up lesson parts to make sure both teachers actually teach
(c) smooth transitions on ‘natural moments’ between lesson parts (d)
signs and signals to indicate the other teacher wants to step in/out. In
addition, Selma asked Megan to just step in, even without giving her a
signal. Megan used a lesson earlier that day (enacted by her, observed by
Selma) to discuss possible ways to realise support during co-teaching:
The focus is on how to react to pupils’ questions [Selma’s learning
need]. Suppose we did this together this morning, what could have
been ‘collaborative moments’? (Source: preparation lesson 1.2).
Strategies that came up were completing statements of the student teacher by the mentor (modelling) and consulting each other on
actual teaching (scaffolding).
Mick and Simon (team four) were mainly going to use collaborative pupil work in the first co-taught lesson and they agreed on supporting this group work together. No agreements were made on allocating groups or ways to keep contact. In the second lesson, the main
component was a pupil-led discussion introduced by an instructive
movie. They agreed Mick would instruct the pupil leading the debate
in advance, while Simon would introduce the debate in the classroom.
They both prepared some provocative statements they could bring up
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during the lesson and agreed upon taking notes on the statements of the
pupils and use these as an input during the second part of the lesson.
However, they did not discuss how and when to use these statements.
In team three (Morris and Sophie), the question of how to perform
co-teaching was introduced by the student teacher. Sophie suggested
dividing the lesson into two parts with her taking care of the part new
to her. Her mentor wanted to “thoroughly discuss beforehand what
she is going to do and whether she knows everything related to the
subject.” Aside from this division, no further agreements on co-teaching were made. Morris did not seem eager to step in during Sophie's
teaching, even though Sophie asked him to do so. The same division
and discussion occurred while preparing the second co-taught lesson.
Further analysis of the enacted lessons revealed that Morris did not
step in during Sophie’s teaching, meaning they enacted a form of team
teaching based on role division (e.g., Martin, 2009). During the interviews Morris stated that co-teaching through mutual involvement by
both teachers might be an opportunity for supporting student teachers,
but not for him. He thought pupils would not understand having two
teachers in the classroom. Sophie, liking the idea of getting “instant
feedback”, regretted this view. Based on these findings we decided not
to further report the analysis of this team.

(How) is mutual involvement realised by the teams during
co-teaching?
Mutual involvement (both being responsible for the whole lesson)
was hardly visible in the lessons enacted by Martha and Sara (team
one). Although both were present in the classroom before the lessons
started, they were doing things on their own without talking to each
other. Martha and Sara started by alternating teaching as agreed upon.
After teaching her part, Martha introduced Sara by saying “we want
to do something else today [a role-play], and Mrs. S. will introduce
this.” While Sara introduced the role-play, Martha left the classroom
to obtain things needed. Sara started tidying up while Martha was still
evaluating the role-play with the pupils. Sara performed the biggest
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part of the second lesson after a short introduction by Martha. Martha
sat at the back of the classroom and did not interfere at all.
Megan and Selma (team two) were both visibly engaged in the process of teaching, contacting each other before the lessons started, making small jokes, greeting pupils together at the door and using the word
‘we’ while teaching. They followed each other’s teaching meticulously,
in addition to observing pupils. Frequent eye contact and moments of
small talk occurred. Also, during group work, they (eye) contact with
each other. Together they opened and closed both lessons, showing
the pupils that they were both teaching. During instruction by Megan,
Selma was standing behind her facing the pupils (teacher position),
nodding when agreeing with statements made by a pupil or by Megan
and looking surprised when not understanding a pupil’s question.
Megan and Selma switched roles at the agreed moments. When
either Megan or Selma took over, they had brief eye contact and slightly
bowed to each other before handing over the lead saying: “Mrs. S. will
continue doing… as we agreed.” Sometimes Megan also made a small
gesticulation of handing over the lead. After handing over the lead,
Megan or Selma would sit at the sideline but in the front, next to the
teacher in charge.
At times, Megan would step in while Selma was teaching after
Selma signalled for help by making eye contact (agreed on in advance),
but also at times without such signal. When Megan stepped in, she
would first slowly walk up towards Selma and start talking when
standing next to her. During a short intervention she would remain
seated or stand at the sidelines at the front.
In team four, Mick and Simon both also used ‘we’ during teaching,
as they had done in their preparatory conversations, and they opened
and closed the lessons together. They enacted their lessons as agreed
on, both doing their part. Beforehand, Mick and Simon agreed upon
stepping in during Simon’s enactment. Simon did not ask for support
during his instruction, but Mick stepped in after brief eye contact in
order to complete Simon’s statements or reframe a question. In the pupil-led discussion they were both attentively involved, supporting pupils to take part in the discussion. Before and during lesson enactment,
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there were moments of contact, mostly by talking to each other while
the other listened attentively. While supporting small groups of pupils,
there was some eye contact and stepping aside to discuss what to do.

Modelling: guidance by means of showing experienced teacher behaviour

The third research question focused on whether and how mentors
modelled experienced teaching behaviour. All mentors showed experienced teacher behaviour during their enactment of lesson parts and,
except for Morris, all mentors stepped in when their student teacher
had the lead. Martha, for example, demonstrated how to ask pupils
to come up front by using a loud voice and a special intonation when
pupils did not react to Sara’s requests. Sara adopted this intonation
and also raised her voice, drawing pupils’ attention. Martha took over
the task of creating a working order in the classroom when too much
turmoil developed, which was agreed upon during preparation. With
small, non-verbal signals, she effectively urged pupils to quiet down,
engaging them to cooperate with Sara. By doing this, Sara could better focus on her instruction. Before and during the role-play they had
some contact, discussing how the role-play went and whether pupils
kept their roles. All Martha’s interventions were based on non-verbal
signals and/or very short statements.
In addition to these actions, Martha also stepped in without reasons related to pupil behaviour (the reason they agreed upon before
hand). For instance, Martha returned in the classroom, and, while Sara
gave pupils instruction on the role-play, she stepped in saying: “we will
show you what to do.” After the role-play had finished, Sara, as agreed
on, started to evaluate it with the pupils, but after 40 seconds, Martha
stepped in, taking over until the bell rang. Sara started tidying up the
role-play equipment and no longer took part in the lesson.
Megan explicitly modelled teacher behaviour by directly addressing pupils while Selma was teaching. For instance, Megan completed
or rephrased explanations made by Selma. When noticing a shift in
attention in the class, Megan asked additional questions, explained the
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importance of Selma’s questions, and rephrased them to enhance each
pupil’s understanding. (See Appendix C).
During group work, Megan also acted as a role model. Separately
supporting small groups was alternated with working together. Selma
‘shadowed’ Megan in a way, overhearing her explanations and questions. Megan did the same while Selma was in charge. Megan used
non-verbal signals, such as walking away from a group, when one pupil
would take too much time. Selma did not understand this signal and
kept trying to help the pupil, ignoring other pupils asking for help.
Mick, the mentor of team four, interfered with Simon’s instruction
on the subject of the lesson (developmental aid). For instance, when
Simon introduced a movie, Mick provided the pupils with observational points such as: “especially mark the behaviour of the fellow pupils;
how do they react when she [central figure] tells about her experiences.” Mick also added more examples and rephrased Simon’s statements
to clarify them to the pupils. During a discussion on the pros and cons
of Dutch policy related to foreign aid, a pupil was leading the discussion in front of the class. Both teachers were sitting among the other
pupils. The leading pupil was just distributing turns by calling pupils’
names and did not contribute to the debate himself. Mick interfered
by raising his hand and waiting for his turn, as the pupils had to do,
and Simon imitated this immediately. They both supported the pupil
who was in charge by asking questions to help pupils verbalise their
ideas and arguments. Mick used recapping of pupils' answers; providing new information on issues at stake and arguments to support the
debate between the pupils. This inspired Simon to do the same instead
of just asking: “what do you mean?” Halfway through the debate Mick
asked pupils whether they thought that countries can be obliged by the
European Union to spend at least 0.6% of their gross national product (GNP) on aid? While Mick was talking, Simon made notes. Pupils
reacted with a murmur of approval. Simon added: “at the moment
0.7% has become the norm. But, there are only a few countries actually
keeping this.” One of the pupils reacted with the suggestion that such
agreements should be controlled better. The pupil in charge wanted
to continue with another proposition, but one of the pupils discussed
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the 0.7% a bit further. Simon nodded in approval. Then again the chair
wanted to move on, but Mick interfered: “what Mr S. said about the
percentages will come back a bit later, isn’t it Mr S.? In a moment you
must have a look at the figures...” [Mick made notes].
When Simon explained an oversight of percentage GNP given as
aid by several countries, they both in turns provided information and
challenged pupils with new statements and questions. Furthermore,
they both confronted pupils with statements they wrote down during
the debate. Co-teaching provided practising opportunities for Simon,
and the outcome was a lively debate among all participants (pupils and
teachers) on the pros and cons of foreign aid.
In their other lesson (same subject, different class) pupils were in
the computer classroom, working in small groups on assignments using the Internet. Simon designed the assignments that were discussed
during collaborative lesson planning. After a short introduction by
Simon, Mick and Simon separately provided guidance to these small
groups, stepping aside at times to discuss with low voices how pupils
were doing and what they could do.

Scaffolding: guidance by addressing student teacher’s teaching.
Only Megan supported her student teacher’s learning during enactment by stepping in during Selma’s teaching directly and addressing
teaching aspects. In short discussions, interrupting Selma’s teaching,
Megan helped Selma to continue her lessons by overcoming problems
caused by the misunderstandings of pupils related to the subject at
hand. For instance, Megan walked up to Selma and whispered something into Selma’s ear. Megan also asked for a ‘time-out’ after she observed pupils haphazardly guessing answers, without understanding
what Selma was talking about (See Appendices D and E). During these
conversations, Megan and Selma shortly traded and discussed ideas
on how to continue, and Megan offered hints and suggestions. After
such an ear whisper or the time-out, Selma would continue her lesson
with a phrase such as: “I just got a hint...”, taking up her lesson from
the point where she got stuck and starting off with a new question or
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another way of explaining a problem. Although pupils reacted amused
to these interruptions and would start talking to each other, Selma had
no problems to draw pupils attention to the subject at hand again and
to continue the lesson.
Megan used a lot of tiny non-verbal signals to maintain contact
and to encourage Selma by nodding her head in approval when Selma
explained things or discussed the subject at hand with the pupils
(which was what Sara wanted to practice in particular). She also pointed at her watch as a signal related to time management. Selma almost
always responded non-verbally to these non-verbal signals, although
she did not always change her behaviour.

Discussing co-teaching experiences

In the lesson-based conversation of the first co-taught lesson, Sara
(team one) complained about the idea of co-teaching. She thought that
co-teaching put her in the position of “the teacher’s assistant, who is
not taken seriously by pupils.” She explained that, for her, learning to
teach meant teaching alone, experiencing and figuring out all problems
by herself. Although at times Martha’s stepping in was aimed at lessening production pressure in case of too much turmoil, as they agreed
upon, Sara could not see this as an affordance for her.
Sara did not distinguish the stepping in on such agreed upon moments (related to too much turmoil in the classroom) from the other
moments of stepping in. For her, Martha forms a role model, teaching
in a way she thinks is preferable for a novice teacher and she wants to
learn to do it too. Sara frequently displayed a lack of self-confidence as a
teacher. She also regularly emphasised as the main difference between
Martha and herself the years of experience (Sources: lesson conversations and interview with Sara). Martha was unsuccessful in changing
these internalised ideas of Sara (Source: interview with Martha).
Martha saw advantages of co-teaching, thinking it especially helpful as a means of maintaining working order during the student teacher’s teaching and emphasised to Sara that, in the context of this study,
it was allowed to intervene. This statement is inconsistent with her
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intervening during moments when Sara was teaching without working
order problems. In the post lesson discussion, Martha reflected on her
behaviour as a teacher (more in general terms). She knew she was a
‘dominating’ mentor who found it hard not to think: ”My way is the
best.” Sara concurred with this last statement and again emphasised
Martha’s years of experience that she herself lacked.
Megan and Selma (team two) mostly discussed Selma’s teaching,
but also briefly discussed the way they kept in touch during enactment and whether stepping in or out went smoothly enough, without
interrupting the lesson flow too much. Megan also explained some of
her actions in terms of their impact on pupil learning and behaviour.
She underlined that teaching is always performed in collaboration
with pupils and that pupils should be informed about and involved in
the co-teaching to make it a mutual learning process. By doing this,
she refers to Doyle (1990, p. 119), who emphasised the importance
of “jointly constituted order, order achieved with pupils depending on
their willingness to follow along with the unfolding of an event.”
After the second lesson, Megan stated she was still searching
for an effective method for enacting co-teaching. Selma thought of
co-teaching as actually teaching together with Megan and correcting
and adjusting her aloud. Megan explained that for her, in addition to
stepping in in order to complete and explain Selma’s teaching to pupils,
the whispering of hints or ideas on teaching into Selma’s ear were also
co-teaching activities. By saying this she explicitly took the position of
mentor in the classroom. Both Megan and Selma saw co-teaching as a
sign to pupils: ”we are learning just as you do.” During the interview following this co-teaching experience, Megan explained that co-teaching
was an important opportunity for her to give immediate support, rather than ‘sitting on her hands’ hoping she could discuss (either more or
less effectively) behaviour during the lesson-based conversation based
on her observation. On the other hand, she underlined the importance
of finding ‘the right moment to intervene’, especially when Selma did
not ask for support. For Megan, the timing of her stepping in (either
as modelling or as scaffolding) was more based on a feeling than on
exactly knowing when. She explained that things such as completing an
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explanation or giving another (better understood) example were performed whenever she noticed that Selma ignored a ‘teachable moment’,
meaning that Selma, while teaching, did something that might prevent
pupils understanding the subject at hand (in which case she would use
modelling) or when Selma’s teaching flow got stuck (then she would
use scaffolding). For Megan this had nothing to do with blaming Selma;
she saw it as a major advantage of teaching together and mutual involvement (Source: individual interview after the second cycle).
During the post lesson conversation, Mick (team four) pointed out
and explained to Simon some of his interventions, in particular, body
language and how to relate to pupils in ways that, whatever happened,
teacher-pupil relations can always be restored [Simon’s learning need
on keeping discipline]. Simon mentioned that co-teaching was quite
new and they had to experiment with both acting as teachers. They
both agreed on the benefits of having two teachers in the classroom.
In the second interview, Simon told they discussed the pupil assignment he prepared for the second lesson, because Mick thought it
was too difficult. Nevertheless, Mick encouraged him to try it, saying he
would keep one eye on the pupils and one on Simon during enactment.
As a result, Simon could implement his ideas on teaching this subject
to those particular pupils, based on challenge, support and confidence
(e.g., Eraut, Alderton, Cole, & Senker, 2000).
Both Mick and Megan wanted to incorporate and further develop
co-teaching in their regular mentoring activities. The student teachers,
except for Sara, agreed that co-teaching and stepping in by the mentor
during lesson enactment, in addition to their observations of mentors’
teaching and their solo teaching, can be very helpful in learning to
teach in actual practice. Time and roster constraints were seen as the
main obstacles to realise co-teaching.
Mentors and student teachers were confronted with aspects of
co-teaching on three different levels, related to:
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−
−

−

Convictions on how to become a teacher and the influence on the
mentoring process.
Process of co-teaching
•		 Finding ways to ‘teach together’ in a smooth and natural way.
•		 Finding ways to ask for help
•		 Finding ‘right’ moments to intervene during enactment
(timing).
•		 Finding ways to intervene in a safe and helpful way during
enactment.
•		 Choosing when to model and when to scaffold.
Their perceptions of the reactions and roles of pupils.

Conclusions and discussion
In this small and explorative study we focused on four teams of mentors and student teachers co-teaching lessons, embedded in pre- and
post-lesson conversations as a contribution to a pedagogy of workbased teacher education. We wanted to get an understanding of how
mentors and student teachers enact co-teaching and whether and how
mentors step in during lesson enactment of their student teachers. We
looked at the preparation of co-teaching (research question 1) and
whether and how the mentor and the student teacher were mutually involved in all lesson parts (research question 2). We also looked
whether support was given by means of modelling practical knowledge
(by stepping in and addressing pupils) (research question 3) and/or
scaffolding (by stepping in and addressing the student teacher’s teaching directly) (research question 4).
All teams planned their lessons collaboratively, making agreements on task division. Lessons were built on different methods (roleplay, lecturing, pupil discussions, pupil-led debate, practical group
work). Moments of transition within the lessons were chosen in such
a way that disrupting the flow of teaching was avoided. Based on the
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collaborative planning of the lessons, the support of the mentor was
(un)intentionally used to try to ‘pull’ the student teacher in a more
effective direction, as agreed on. Furthermore, two teams discussed
ways to complement each other during enactment. Only one team also
discussed how and when the mentor would step in during student
teacher’s lesson enactment.
Two teams were actually involved in each other’s teaching by
being attentive, showing cooperative behaviour in the classroom, and
giving space to each other. In one team, the student teacher actually
used signals to ask for support, as did the mentor when she wanted to
give support. This is in line with the pre-lesson conversations, in which
only this team agreed on giving and asking for support.
Two teams did not succeed in realising mutual involvement in a
productive way. In one team, based on the convictions of the mentor,
the discussion about who would be accountable for specific lesson
parts resulted in team teaching instead of co-teaching. In the other
team convictions on how to become a teacher hindered mutual involvement. Mentoring and collaboration should be built on trust, openness,
respect and shared responsibility. According to all participants, these
conditions were fulfilled before starting the mentoring approach (Van
Velzen et al., 2012), although we can never completely exclude bias in
these findings. Some of Martha’s interventions while Sara was teaching
looked rather hostile, rather than respectful and helpful, resulting in
diminished space for Sara. Evaluating this, Martha took the blame by
mentioning her dominant ideas on how to teach, showing her responsibility for what happened during lesson enactment (Roth & Tobin, 2002,
p. 285). Sara’s rejection of mutual involvement, however, was not based
on Martha’s actions, but on her own conviction that learning to teach is
a matter of just ‘sink or swim’ followed by building up experience over
a long time. In addition to possible power issues related to disparity
and leaning on the authority of experience (Munby & Russell, 1994),
the fact that co-teaching is a new experience might be important here
(e.g., Roth et al., 2001). Both Martha and Sara showed dispositions
(based on convictions on how to become a teacher and how to act as a
mentor during teaching) that may influence and limit both their learn-
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ing and acting under the given conditions (Hodkinson, Biesta & James,
2008; Ó Conaill, 2010). We cannot tell whether they agreed on this, and,
if so, how these convictions were an outcome of earlier learning processes. Convictions are not easily changed and one might ask whether
co-teaching was an appropriate learning mode here. When discussing
co-teaching with mentors and student teachers, aimed at the further
development of co-teaching as a mentoring activity, we have to pay
more attention to convictions related to learning to teach.
Modelling teacher behaviour occurred on two levels. All mentors
taught a part of the lessons. Modelling experienced teacher behaviour,
observed by their student teachers without the pressures of teaching,
can be helpful, but is not ‘a direct line to insight’ (Britzman, 2003 cited
in Ó Conaill, 2010), nor provides opportunities to immediately adapt
teaching behaviour. Modelling teacher behaviour during lesson enactment, however, can. Both stepping in when the student teacher has the
lead and modelling during simultaneous teaching provide such opportunities. Stepping in by the mentor gives the student teacher time to
step out and, from a more peripheral position, observe the mentor, and
then afterwards allows the student teacher to step in again experiencing new behaviour.
Only one mentor explicitly scaffolded her student teacher’s teaching during enactment. She used verbal and (small but effective)
non-verbal encouraging signals and supported her student teacher to
improve her teaching with the help of suggestions and short moments
of discussion, doing this both asked and unasked by her student teacher.
The position of mentor and student teacher in the classroom, standing
next to each other, facilitated eye contact and interfering. The relation
between the mentors and the student teachers and their agreements
on realising guidance support in a safe way, meant the mentor did
not blame the student teacher for doing something inadequately (e.g.,
Staub et al., 2003).
Scaffolding interrupts teaching and decreases the attention of
pupils. Most of the scaffolding actions therefore are very brief. The
relation of both this mentor and this student teacher with their pupils
was good, and work order was productive. One can imagine that, if
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that were not the case, scaffolding would be much harder to enact, and
modelling (including support in keeping a productive work order by
the mentor) would maybe a more preferable way of stepping in. One
of the challenges for the mentor here is to decide which type of action
will best support the student teacher’s teaching under given conditions.
Showing teacher behaviour (in modelling and scaffolding) runs
the risk of consisting simply of ‘teach like me’, which has to be avoided (Loughran, 2006). Mentor teachers and teacher educators often
emphasise that student teachers should not imitate their mentors,
but find a way of teaching that really fits them (Van Velzen & Volman,
2009; Van Velzen et al., 2012). This emphasis is related to placing value
on teachers’ autonomy, according to Hoyle, one of the core concepts
of their professionalism (Hoyle, 1975 in Murray, 2002). Strongly held
convictions of individual autonomy and authenticity as teacher characteristics, however, can result in ‘going into a teacher’s classroom’ being
considered an intrusion and inhibiting mentors to make their knowledge explicit, either in words or in actions (e.g., Eraut, 1994; FeimanNemser, 1998, 2001). Nowadays, however, collaboration between
teachers is more and more acknowledged as an important prerequisite
of professional development (e.g., Glazer & Hannafin, 2006). Tobin &
Roth (2006) showed how effective teacher learning based on mimesis
and incorporating the behaviour of experienced teachers indeed can
be. Co-teaching and stepping in during student teachers’ lesson enactments asks for changing convictions on a personal level, but also in the
school and at the teacher education institute (e.g., Roth & Tobin, 2002,
p. 298). This development takes time, experiences, and a belief in the
benefits of this approach. To learn more about the effects of modelling
and scaffolding actions, we need longer periods of co-teaching in different contexts.
This multiple case study about how co-teaching as a mentoring
activity was enacted is small. Co-teaching in teacher education in many
countries is an unknown way of mentoring, and enacting it is not obvious. Based on the chosen mentoring approach, the number of co-taught
lessons was very small. This meant that mentors and student teachers
had very little time to get familiar with co-teaching and experience
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affordances and problems. This may also be one of the reasons why
mentors found it difficult to realise both a teacher and a mentor role
during lesson enactments. From research on the induction of university-based teacher educators we know how hard it is for teachers to
become teacher educators (Boyd & Harris, 2010; Van Velzen et al.,
2010). Becoming a teacher educator in a first order context is even
more demanding. Mentors have to cope with alternating their teacher
role with their mentor role. These alternating roles not only ask from
a mentor to teach pupils effectively (based on a first order knowledge
base and pedagogy), but also to support student teachers in the process
of learning to teach (based on a second order knowledge base and pedagogy). More research is needed to understand the kind of role transitions that are asked from these teacher educators and the implications
for their professional development (see for instance, Van de Pol, 2012).
Studying when, how and why mentors step in and out their student
teachers’ teaching – either to model or to scaffold – can also help us
rethink (work-based) arrangements aimed at mentor development
with an emphasis on becoming aware of their double role (teacher
and teacher educator) and knowing how to effectively play these roles.
These arrangements ask for what Boyd and Harris (2010) named ‘fuzzy
learning architectures’, not (only) based on formal courses but (also) on
work-based opportunities deliberately nurtured by the organisation.
Developing practical knowledge and seeing teaching as knowledge work asks for experienced teachers who, in addition to showing
behaviour, explicate their tacit knowledge (Thiessen, 2000; Lave,
1996), although that also is difficult (Hagger & McIntyre, 2006; Zanting,
Verloop & Vermunt, 2003). Co-teaching can provide shared experiences that make it easier for mentors to discuss not only their actions,
but also the reasoning behind those actions (e.g., Roth, 1998). In this
study, however, participants hardly paid any attention to the modelling
and scaffolding actions of the mentor-teacher based on stepping in/
out during student teachers’ teaching. Reasons why the mentor gave
certain suggestions and hints were not discussed and stayed implicit,
as were the reactions and behaviour of the student teachers on those
mentoring actions. Hence, in addition to discussing the content of the
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lesson itself and the activities of the student teachers, the how and
why of scaffolding and modelling activities of the mentors should also
be brought into the post-lesson conversations, as was done by, for
instance, Roth and Tobin in their cogenerative lesson conversations
(e.g., Roth & Tobin, 2002; Tobin & Roth, 2006). During these conversations, mentors could focus more on their roles during enactment, and,
together with their student teachers, reflect on what they did and said
and what that meant for student teachers. Video-based lesson discussions of co-taught lessons would be very helpful here. By doing this, the
practical knowledge of the mentor and the potential impact on student
teachers’ learning becomes more explicit.
Modelling and scaffolding are concepts reflecting the words and
actions that mentors can use in the process of mentoring, realising
a pedagogy of work-based learning in actual practice. Additional research on work-based modelling and scaffolding activities is needed
for the further development of work-based teacher education. Besides
mentor teachers, subject teachers, school-based teacher educators,
and institute-based teacher educators could be involved as co-teachers.
To realise this, arrangements (counting all participants, including pupils) aimed at co-teaching and collaborative lesson discussions should
be developed in school-university partnerships. As a result, student
teachers are provided with access to more resources for understanding
teaching and learning through growing involvement in actual teaching
practice in their community of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991/2002).
Although not all, most of our mentors and student teachers experienced co-teaching as a valuable way of mentoring. Based on our experiences and informed by the insights of others, we can now expand the
ideas on co-teaching and collaborative pre- and post-lesson dialogues
as a means of realising a student teacher’s learning curriculum in the
classroom. Such a curriculum, based on a pedagogy of work-based
learning in actual practice, is one of the basic aspirations of partnerships in school-based teacher education and one of the most important
affordances of schools in these partnerships.
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